DESCRIPTION

This adapter can be added to any Premier PSM or CTM Series flat-panel mount to allow 360° swivel for a ceiling application. Requires 1.5 in. NPT or suspension adapter (AST-2446). Unique 1.5 in. aluminum coupler allows for cable routing within the pipe.

FEATURES

- Adapts to any 1.5 in. NPT
- Includes set screw for added safety and security
- Allows PSM or CTM series mounts to be ceiling mounted
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PSD-S
Single-Display Adapter with 1.5 in. Swivel Coupler

DOWNLOAD FULL SIZE CAD FILES AND DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS AT MOUNTS.COM

RELATED PRODUCTS FOR PSD-S

CTM-MS2
Tilting Mount for Flat-Panels up to 175 lb./79 kg

AST-2446
Adjustable-Height Ceiling Adapter (24 - 46 in.)

PCM-MS2
Tilting Flat-Panels Mount for Displays up to 175 lb./79 kg

PWH-24B
24 in. Black Pre-Cut NPT with Cable Outlet

AST-1321
Adjustable-Height Ceiling Adapter (13 in. - 21 in.)
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SIMILAR PRODUCTS

PSD-S
Single-Display Adapter with 1.5 in. Swivel Coupler

ECM-MAC2
ECM Series Adapter - For Mac mini™

MSPC
Swivel Adapter with 1.5 inch NPT Pipe-to-Coupler Fittings

CTM-MAC2
Mac mini™ Adapter for CTM, PCM and P-Series Tilt Mounts

MCP-2
C-Clamp with 2 inch Pipe Nipple

MCP
C-Clamp with 1.5 inch Pipe Nipple
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